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INTRODUCTION

In February 1991, magnetic survey and 
electromagnetic (EM-VLF) surveys were carried out 
on property owned by BLM MINES INC,, RICHARDSON 
LAKE Project, in Rhodes township, province of 
Ontario.

These surveys were designed to locate 
structures favorable for gold or base metal 
deposition.

PROPERTY. LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located approximately 50 kms 
North of the town of Sudbury, in Rhodes township, 
province of Ontario.

The RICHARDSON LAKE Project is accessible by 
logging road from the highway #144.

The property claims have been registered with 
the Ontario Department of Natural Ressources and 
the numbers are presented on the figure #1 of this 
report.

GEOPHYSICAL WORK

A total magnetic field survey and 
electromagnetic (EM-VLF) survey were carried out 
on the property on February 23rd, 1991.

A total of 13.0 kms were covered by the 
electromagnetic EM-VLF and magnetic survey using 
the EDA OMNI-PLUS instruments.

QvO



SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

The geophysical surveys were carried out 
along a East - West grid lines cut at 200 feet 
intervals. The lines were chained and stations 
marked at 50 feet intervals.

The magnetic readings were taken with a 
proton precession magnetometer recording 
simultaneously the value of the total magnetic 
field and the measurement of the vertical 
gradient, with a precision of 0.1 gamma and 0.1 
gamma/metre respectively. The separation between 
the sensors was 0.5 metre and the height of the 
upper sensor was 3.2 metres above the ground. The 
readings were taken systematically every 50 feet.

A base station magnetometer measuring the 
variation of the total magnetic field at 20 
seconds intervals was used as a reference for 
correction of the diurnal variation.

The EM-VLF survey was conducted with a EDA 
OMNI-PLUS unit measuring the vertical component 
{In phase - Out of phase) of the secondary field. 
Readings were taken systematically every 50 feet 
using the NAA (Cutler) station for baseline and 
tie lines and NSS (Annapolis) station for 
crosslines.

Gs/O
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The magnetic survey indicates a background 
level of 57950  100 gammas over most of the 
surveyed area. Magnetic anomalies occur along two 
corridors. The first consist of mutiple horizons 
of moderate to strong magnetism between lOOOW/0 
and 700E/2600S, along a NNW-SSE trend over a width 
of about 1200 feet. The magnetic susceptibility 
of the causative sources appears to be fairly 
uneven and sometimes causes negative measurements 
on the toatl field and the gradient, We suspect 
that part of this relief is contributed by 
pyrrhotite in weins, near surface, whereas the 
other anomalies are probably due to mafic dykes or 
sills.

The second magnetic feature occurs between 
700W/600N and 1250E/700S. It is a single linear 
horizon sitting at about 150 feet below surface, 
along a more NW-SE trend. It could be a mafic 
intrusive, possibly a diabase dyke.

The VLF-EM profiles indicate the presence of 
major apparent resistivity contrasts associated 
with the physiography. It appears however that a 
fairly important electrolytic conductive unit 
occurs near the western shore of Lake Richardson.

We have not interpreted any truly convincing 
metallic conductors with the VLF-EM data, except 
possibly in the area of 150E/600S where a 
short-wavelength crossover may suggest stringer 
sulphides near surface.

QvO
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The geophysical investigations which were 
carried out on the RICHARDSON LAKE Property have 
successfully mapped a series of mafic units 
striking roughly NW-SE at shallow depths over land 
and at fairly large depths under the Lake.

Indications of mostly electrolytic 
conductivity related to surface effects were 
found. Tectonic causes may explain the large 
conductor under the Lake.

Recommending further work, we feel that 
geological mapping and prospecting should be 
undertaken over land and possibly an induced 
polarization survey should be made on every second 
line to verify the possibility of having poorly 
conductive but polarizable metallic mineralization 
within the first 200 feet.

Respectfully submitted, 
VAL D'OR GEOPHYSK E

By :

Consulting Geophysicist
Ing.

And by :



GERARD LAMBERT
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CERTIFICATE

I, undersigned, Girard Lambert, P. Eng., certify 
that:

I reside at 679 Murdoch ave, Rouyn-Noranda, 
Quebec, since 1983.

I am a graduate of University Laval, Quebec where 
I have obtained a B.Se,A, in Geological 
engineering in 1978.

I have been engaged in Exploration Geophysics 
since 1972 and have been practicing as a 
professionnal engineer since 1978.

I am a member of the Ordre des Ing^nieur du Quebec 
since 1978.

I am a member of the Quebec Prospector 
Association, the Prospector Si Developers 
Association of Canada, the Society of Exploration 
Geophysicist, the European Association of 
Exploration Geophysicists and the Canadian 
Institute of Mining Se. Metallurgy.

This report is based on the information contained 
in the survey described. The interpretation of 
the data was made using methods known in the 
literature and based on my personnal experience.

I have not received, nor do I expect to receive 
directly or indirectly any interest in the claims 
that belong to BLM MINES INC.

Rouyn-Noranda, this March 11,"

Girard 
Consulting

679, avenue Murdoch, Rouyn-Noranda (Qufbec) Canada J9X 1117 
Ttltphone: (819) 762-3182 Ttltcopieur: (819) 762-5364
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CERTIFICATE

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT:

I am a resident of Val d'Or, province de Quebec, 
since 1977,

I am a technologist graduated from "College du 
Nord-Ouest", Rouyn, Quebec in 1977.

I have been actively engaged in geophysical 
exploration since 1977 and have acquired a wide 
range of experience in geophysical methods and 
techniques.

I am a member of "Corporation professionnelle des 
Technologues des Sciences Applique"es du Quebec" 
and also a member of the Quebec prospectors 
association and of the Canadian Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy.

I do not hold nor do I expect to receive an 
interest of any kind in these claims held by BLM 
MINES INC.

Signed in Val d'Or, this March 11, 1991.

By:
Robert Turc
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Briet Description

When you require more flexible geo 
physical techniques in order to tind 
the increasingly more elusive anoma 
lous targets, Scinuex offers you the 
EDA Omni System. This system 
enables you to design your own 
unique instrument whether it is lor 
complete Magnetic surveys, VLF 
Electromagnetic surveys or a combi 
nation of these techniques.

At the heart of the Ornni System is the 
Omni System Control Console which 
is common to all Omni System appli 
cations. This customized approach 
gives you the ability to select the fol 
lowing options for your instrument:

* Portable Field and Base Station 
Magnetometer

* True Simultaneous Gradiometer
* Portable Field and Base Station VLF 

Electromagnetic Receiver
* Two Probe, VLF Resistivity
* Non-Orientation, VLF Resistivity

Applications

Since the Omni System capabilities 
are so versatile, the data collected and 
recorded by the instrument can be 
applied to a variety of earth sciences 
including:

- mineral exploration
- geological mapping
- groundwater exploration
- groundwater contamination
- civil engineering
- geotechnical studies
- archaeology
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Features

Omni System Features

Each Omni System Incorporates the fol 
lowing features:

Fleilblllly ci the Omni System

You can select your own options to cus 
tomize your unit to suit your specific geo 
physical needs.

Microprocessor Controlled

Gives you a choico of three fully protected 
data storage modes:

- spol record, for readings without grid co 
ordinates (random samples)

- mulii-rooord, lor multiple readings at one 
station

- auloTecord, lor aulomotio update of sta 
tion position

Compliti Data Protection

Tho internal lithium battery assures you ot 
complete data protection for up to 5 
years.

Measures and Records in Memory

Measurement end recording in memory of 
the following magnetic field data for each 
reading:

- total field magnitude
- true gradient ol the tola) fiuld
- applied bate station value
- statistical error
- signal strength
- decay rate

Measurement and recording in memory of 
the following VLF data for oach field read- 
Ing:

- vortical in-phase
- vertical quadrature (oul-ol-phase)
- total field stmoflth
- total dip angle
- primary field direction
- apparent resistivity
- phase angto
- signal-to-noise ratio
- operator quality

The OMNI system c&ifiguied its t MAG/VLF 
eimpWiss geophysical turvtiys by Kimtiining 
Magnetic enQ VLF EM techniques-

Records Survey Date

Records the following survey data for 
each magnetic and/or VLF reading:

- time ot measurement and date
- grid co-ordinates
- direction of travel along grid lines
- natural arid cultural features

Measures up lo 3 VLF Transmitting Stations

The Omni System can measure up to 3 
VLF transmitting stations and provides 
more complete coverage of an anomaly 
regardless of the orientation of the trans 
mitter with respect lo the survey grid or 
the anomaly itself.

Eltclronlc Notebook

The internal Electronic Notebook enables 
you to record natural and cultural features 
that are unique to each grid location. This 
feature eliminates the need for a field 
notebook and provides additional informa 
tion that can assist in interpreting record 
ed dnta.

Automatic Correction Using The Omni 
System's Unique "Tie-Line" Technique

The Tie-Lir*" algorithm used exclusively 
by the Omni System allows 'or the self cor 
rection of atmospheric magnetic variations 
and variations in the primary field from the 
VLF transmitter(s). The Instrument i) fttte 
to store 'looping' or lie line' data in a sepa 
rate memory at the beginning of each sur 
vey and then subsequently stores total 
field readingt in a second memory along 
with the field readings of the tie point(s). At 
the end of each survey day the Omni 
System will then merge these two memo 
ries to automatically correct the total field 
data (or diurnal variations.

Tho Omni System in t/w Tie-Line'mode 
can:

- Store looping or tie line data, 3 ways:

1. Using one looping base point
2. Using one Tie-Line* comprising a 

number of tie points, or
3. Using multiple tie lines.

- Store up to 100 tie points in one survey 
area or divide these points into exten 
sions of survey areas as needed.

- Store tie pointe or tie lines (or the dura 
tion of the survey.

- Calculate the drift between established 
tie points, to roadily see variations in the 
Earth's magnetic field.
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Features
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Allowing diurnal corrections to bc made internally b/ one instrument without (he need Ot a dttdi- 
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Rapid Data Recall

Whh a tew Keystrokes, you can Instantly 
recall data from memory to the digital dis 
play by record number or in sequence. 
Scanning through the memory of u partic 
ular parameter Is also possible.

Wide Range of Oat* Output Capabilities

The ability to efficiently transfer and pro- 
sent data In an interpretive format is 
important to the success of any curve/ or 
project.

output*. For data which is to be further 
used with computer plotting or analysis 
software packages, you can select the 
fixed ASCII CPU dump format.

Profile Plot Output* . Since VLF as well 
as magnetic data is often easier to Inter- 
pret as a profile plot, data that the Omni 
System collects, can be presented in this 
analog format al a vertical scale best suit 
ed for data presentation. You can selec 
tively output in analog and/or digital for 
mat the following:

- the magnetic total field strength
- the magnetic vertical gradient
- the VLF in-phase
- the VLF out-of-phaee (quadrature)
- the VLF total field strength

Data Presentation - The grid co-ordi 
nates under which the Omni System col 
lects the data can be output In the stan 
dard Cartesian format (using positive and 
negative signs) or with the more familiar 
N.S.E.W compass descriptors.

Editing Capabilities - Prior to data trans 
fer, you can program your Omni System 
lo transfer a designated block of data, 
denoted by start and end points. Dau 
can be separated into files that are best 
suHdd for survey or plotting conditions.

The Omni System accomodates a wide 
selection of data output options, from sim 
ple listings of data and profile plots on a 
printer, to integrated software programs 
for computer plotting and modelling. The 
Omni System can transfer uncorrected, 
corcectud or filtered magnetic and VLF 
data to moel computers and printers with 
a RS-232C serial port.

Two Type* of Formats avail*?!* - data 
can be output from the Omni System in 
two format types. For ready to use data, 
tt* columnarized data dump format Is the 
most suitable for direct hard copy printer

Feature - You may stop the trans 
fer of data at any time and resume where 
It left off. when it it mor* convenient. The 
Omni System will continue to pause until 
you press any one o' keys on the keypad.

Choice of Data Outputs - The Omni 
System outputs data in a choice of for 
mats, depending on the operating mode:

- corrected magnetic total field data
- uncorrected magnetic total field data
- magnetic base station data
- magnetic gradient field data
- corrected VLF field strength data
- uncorrected VLF field strength data
- VLF base station data
- corrected Tie-tine* data
- uncorrected Tie-Line* data

The Omni System can also transfer VLF 
data from all 3 VLF frequencies simulta 
neously or sequentially.
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Features
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Typical sample of data output from the OMNI fyftew

Staled, User Friendly Keypad

Proloots your Omni System from water 
and dust and allows for easy operation 
and reliability.

Digital Display

Distinctly shows data which can some 
times be unclear with analog or audio- 
nulled systems.

Display Descriptors

Monitor the signal strength and decay 
rato of the magnetic total field and/or the 
quality of all three VLF transmitter signals 
being measured.

fewer Supply Options

You can choose from the following power 
Supply options:

Non-m*gnetic rechargeable coaled lead 
acid battery

* Non-magnetic rechargeable sealed lead 
odd battery belt

- Alkaline battery belt 
' 12V DC power eouroe for base station 

operation
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Omni System Benefits

Only One Instrument Nvedetf (or 
Magnetometer, Gradfom*ier, VLF md 
VLF Resistivity Sur

The Omni Incorporates the capabilities ol 
a Tie-Uno" magnetometer and simulta 
neous Gradiomeler system with the ability 
lo measure VLF magnetic and electric 
fields.

Only one complete Omni System is need 
ed to record all of the following geophysi 
cal parameters:

1. The total magnetic field
2. The simultaneous gradient of the total 

magnetic field.
3. The VLF magnetic field Including:

-the vertical in-phaso 
' the vertical quadrature
- the total field strength
- the total dip

4. The VLF electric field, including:
- the phase angle 
. apparent resistivity

A complete Omni System can, at each 
location, calculate and record in loss than 
8 seconds, four VLF magnetic field 
parameters from three different transmit 
ters. a maonotio total field reading and a 
simultaneous magnetic gradient reading. 
In addition, it can also measure and 
record two VLF electric field parameters 
from three different transmitters.

Upgrade your Unit at any Time

Since the Omni System Is based on a 
modular design, you can upgrade your 
system at any time. This built-in flexibility 
allows you to purchase an Omni System 
with only tha surveying equipment that 
you need for now but does not limit you to 
one application. When your surveying 
needs grow, so can your Omni System.

Saves you Time

The Omni System with the unique 3-ooil 
VLF Sensor does not require orientation 
of the VLF Sensor head toward the trans 
mitter station. This simplifies VLF field 
procedures a/xt eaves considerable sur 
vey time- The operator does not need to 
Orient tho sonsor head toward the first, 
selected transmitting station and then re 

orient towards the second or third trans 
mitting station.

The non-orientation technique is the first 
of its kind, and this provides the Omni 
System with many additional benefits. 
These benefits Include:

- When you use the Omni System as 
both a magnetometer and VLF base 
station, you only need one Instrument 
instead of three, to record data auto 
matically from 3 VLF transmitting sta 
tions.

- When you use the Omni System with 
the Non-orientation VLF-Resistrvrty 
option, you can record automatically 
from 3 different stations the phase 
angle and apparent resistivity without 
having to re-oriont any of the three 
electrodes. You can also use the 
Omni System with the conventional, 
two electrode method.

The Omni System quickly responds with a 
one-key operation. For example, if you 
must complete a magnetometer/or** 
diometer and three frequency VLF survey 
using the Omni System, you automatically 
measure the magnetometer, simultane 
ous gradiometer and three VLF froquency 
data by pressing only one key. Using 
another combined system, up to 6 differ* 
ent stops may be required. Such as. the 
operator would have to take one magnetic 
reading; then another sequential magnet 
ic reading to calculate the gradient; orient 
the VLF sensor to the first VLF transmitter 
and thon take a reading; orient the VLF 
sensor to ihc second transmitter, take a 
new reading and then repeat the same 
procedure tor tin; third frequency. The 
Omni System one-key operation takes 
less than 6 seconds; a significantly short 
er time period than the S step operation of 
other combined systems,

Since the Omni System saves all of the 
field data in memory and has many output 
capabilities, the elimination of the field 
notebook and also the transection errors 
that can occur saves you a considerable 
amount of time.

Diurnal corrections, using the time saving
-tio line* method, can be dono automati 

cally by the Omni System eliminating 
hours of manual and tedious calculation*. 
You can then directly transfer the correct 
ed data to a computer for further data pro- 
oossing.

Higber Productivity System

Combined Magnetometer/VLF systems 
are inherently faster than conventional 
methods whereby two different operators 
collected magnetometer and VLF data 
from separate instruments.

Because of its unique user-friendly design, 
the Omni System provides higher field 
productivity for the user, The Increased 
productivity originates from Its two-micro* 
processor approach which significantly 
reduces calculation time and also from the 
non-orientation VLF technique.

Sensitive to Weak VLF Signals

The Omni System's ability to obtain 
repeatable readings from weak signals 
offers a number of benefits:

- li extends the use of VLF on to coun 
tries where Its use was previously 
marginal.

- It enables you to Increase the number 
of frequencies with which you can 
operate.

- It reduces your need for portable VLF 
transmitters

- It improves the quality of your read 
ings in rugged terrains, such is the 
deep valleys of the North American 
Rockies.

The Omni System's digital signal process 
ing removes the modulation in the 
received signals. This technique helps 
stabilize loo weak signals much greater 
than the conventional phase-locked loop 
method.

Ability to receive weaker signals (ZOnA/m) 
and a background noise reduction algo 
rithm are among the reasons why the 
Omni System can obtain repeatable read- 
Ings from signals which had previously 
been too weak to record.
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Omni System Benefits

Excellent Oeta Quality and Repeatability

The Omni System provides users with 
wnparallulod data quality and repeatability. 
The 3-orthogonai coil censor that the 
Omni System uses improves the data reli 
ability over the conventional two-coil 
method as It provides a more complete 
calculation of both the in-phas* and out- 
of-phase parameters. This difference 
becomes even more Important In measur 
ing large anomalies.

Trie 3-coil sensor method provides con 
sistently high data quality unrelated to the 
operator's ability to orient the senior for 
optimum coupling with the transmitting 
Station. Thu higher data quality that the 
Omni System obtains with weak signals is 
enhanced even further when signals are 
stronger. Additional features, such as 
greater channel selectivity, atmospheric 
noise reduction and better immunity to 
spikes, improve even more the Omni 
System's capability to obtain repeatable 
data.

No Need lo Tike Multiple Reading!

The Omni System's magnetic component 
uses lour loading-edge design features to 
eliminate the need to take multiple read 
ings, these are:

- Signal Processing Technique
- Constant Energy Polarization that 

maintains equal energy to the sensor
- Processing Sensitivity to i 0-02 

gamma
- Automatic Fino Tuning which uses the 

previous reading as ttio base for the 
next reading.

Trie "Tie-Line" Advantage

Not only does the Omni System eliminate 
hours of manual correction ol data, it alto 
givOG you the flexibility of choosing the 
most appropriate tie-line method bost 
suhad lor the survey, depending on the 
size and character of the grid. You can 
droso from:

- a single base point,
- a single tie-line,
- multiple tie-lines, or
- a random scattering of tie  points.

The self-correcting Tie-Line* feature can 
remove base station requirements from 
some surveys. The Tie-Line" data can 
bo recalled even If H was stored on differ 
ent days.

You can program the Omni System to 
automatically remove a designated datum 
from field data and by removing this 
coarse, background value, plotting and 
interpreting the magnetic field data is 
made easier. The Omni System can also 
automatically calculate the desired diurnal 
drift measured between consoculivo tie- 
point readings.

Environmentally sealed design ol the OMNI 
permits use in ell twattw concWpos

Opirate Your Omni System In any Environment

The Omni System is completely water 
proof and dust proof. The fully sealed 
dousing console ensures that you can 
perform your surveying needs during 
adverse weatlw conditions.

A Variety of Software Programs Avilltbll

Although the Omni System can transfer 
data directly to a serial printer, most com 
puters require some initial handshaking 
prior to actual data transler. Scintrex pro-

vides such handshaking programs (or 
many computers including IBM PS-2/ IBM 
PC (AT and XT), Compaq, Macintosh and 
compatible systems.

In addition to handshaking software, we 
can provide you with plotting, profiling, 
contouring and modelling programs avail 
able from certain software houses. 
Packages for use with the Omni System 
include:

- Mapping systems that aXow you to 
post and plot many ol the geophysical 
parameters available, in a plan-profile 
or contoured format.

- Cartographic quality large-scale and 
real-location plan maps, complete with 
custom map surrounds, legends, 
scale bars, etc., that can be produced 
In a matter of minutes on most dot- 
matrix printers or small and larger- 
ecalo plotters. Standard graphics 
screen previewing is available prior to 
plotting.

- Software that allows you to present 
the data in 2 or 3-D perspective plots, 
through a full menu and/or command 
driven system interface in which you 
can select different colours, sizes, 
scales, angles etc. For example, you 
can create shaded relief maps and 
colour image plotting on common high 
resolution printers, Including gray 
scale support on laser printers.

- Interactive littering and modelling pro 
grams that are used to determine the 
possible geometry and physical char 
acteristics of the sources of magnetic 
anomalies, such as the MAGMOD 
program.

- Autocad and image-processing capa 
bilities.

Through new software interface programs, 
you can use the Omni System as a field 
unit together with other integrated magne- 
tometer/VLF systems (such as the 
ScirnrdX K3S-2) or with other microproces 
sor based base station magnetometers.
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Omn! System Benefits

More Sytltm Benefits

- Display descriptors monitor the statue of 
the primary battery source used.

* Output ol grid co-ordinates with the des 
ignated compass bearing, using N, S, E, 
W descriptor*.

* Audio feedback to confirm every keystroke
* Decimal spacing of 12.5 (metres or loot) 
for intermediate station Intervals

* The ability to clour an unwanted last 
reading

* Two keystrokes to record data in memory
- the first verifies the grid co-ordinate; the 
second puts it into memory.

The Omni Magnetometer unit measures 
and stores in memory the Earth's magnet- 
\c Md at the touch of a key. This precise 
instrument ij abte to do the following:

* identify and store the location and the 
time ol each measurement

* compute the statistical error of the reading
* store the decay and strength of the sig 

nal that you are measuring

. Provide! DaU-ProlecUd Readings

The Omni Magnetometer is packaged in 
a compact, lightweight and rugged hous 
ing and is able to measure and store the 
following set ol information:

- total field magnitude
- time of measurement
- grid co-ordinates
- direction of travel
- statistical error of readings
- signal strength and rate of decay

Increases Productivity

The Omni Magnetometer significantly 
increases survey productivity as:

- it can read and store a measurement 
in only 3 seconds.

- data Is highly repeatable so a second 
measurement is usually not required.

- it calculates statistical error for each 
measurement which indicates whether 
an additional reading is required.

Ml of these benefits permit you to cover 
more ground and gather more data than 
would be otherwise possible. OMNI MAQ conjuration usod tor measurement of tot&i fold magnetics
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The Omni System as a Portable Field Magnetometer

OMNI MAS eittctiofws console with total field 
magnetic tensor

Simplifies Fitldwork

Tho Omni makes surveys easier to con 
duct because:

- the electronic notepad eliminates the 
need to write down field data. Tho 
Omni simultaneously stores time, field 
measurements, grid co-Ofldinales 
whon you press any one of the three 
record koys.

- you are able to dear the unwanted 
last reading.

- the Omni automatically calculates the 
difference between the current reading 
and previous one.

. you can remove the coarse magnetic 
field valuo or data from the field data 
to simplify plotting of the field results.

- the Omni automatically calculates 
diurnal corrections.

The flexibility of the Omni System offers 
the following choices:

- If you uso the Omni as a field magne 
tometer or as a gradiometer, the total 
field data can be conectod using the 
unique Tie-Line* or 'Looping* mothod.

- if you uso one Omni as a base station, 
It will correct the total field magnetic 
data in:

* an Omni set-up as a field magne 
tometer

* an Omni set-up as a gradiometer

Unpwlltd Htptxablllly of Data

The Omni provides you with unparallelled 
data repeatability, this ic a rosult of four 
leading edge design features that elimi 
nates the need for taking multiple read 
ings:

- Signal Processing Technique
- Constant Energy Polarization that 

maintains equal enorgy to the sensor
- Processing sensitivity to j. 0.02 gamma
- Automatic Fine Tuning which uses the 

previous reading as the base for the 
next

Saves You Tim*

The error analysis feature is a great time 
saver as the calculation of the statistical 
error of each reading lets you make an 
on-the-spot decision whether or not you 
should store the reading.

The Omni System also saves you time- 
consuming stops as H can:

- automatically assign a record number 
which you can also use to identify lead 
ings measured off of the grid.

- toke more than one reading at one 
point without updating the current sta 
tion number.

- according to the programmed station 
Interval, automatically update your sta 
tion position without having to program

each station coordinate. The Omni 
magnetometer also provides a decimal 
digit for intermediate station Intervals o' 
12.5 metres.

- rapidly recall readings either by record 
number or in sequence,

Toltrtttt Higher Gradient*

The ability to tolerate local higher gradi 
ents of up to 6000 gammas per metre 
(field proven), Is possible due lo a sophis 
ticated signal processing method and to a 
miniature sensor design using a highly 
optimized senior geometry,

A Viritty ot Powir Supply Options

You can choose from the following power 
supply options:

- non-magnetic rechargeable sealed 
lead-acid battery or belt

- heavy duty rechargeable battery 
' - alkaline battery belt

- 12V DC power source
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The Omni System as a Base Station Magnetometer

The Omni Base Station Magnetometer 
effectively measures and stores in its 
memory me daily fluctuations ot the 
Earth's magnetic field. The Omni can 
automatically correct total field data of 
othor Omni units in just a low minuloc.

Record! Magnetic Field AotMty

The magnetic field activity b recorded in 
the following format:

' time of measurement
- magnitude of total field
- difference from the reference field value
- difference from the previous reading
- sequential record number

Automatically Correct) Data

The Omni in the base elation mock) can 
automatically correct magnetic field data 
for both diurnal variations and'reference 
field values, h can also correct total fluid 
data stored in:

- another Omni System used as a field 
magnetomotor

- another Omni System used as a field 
gradiometer

This Is Ideal when you want to remove 
diurnal errors sufficiently to make use of 
the full 0.1 gamma resolution of the Omni 
Systam.

Automatic Drift Calculations

The Omni automatically calculates the dif 
ference between each reading and Its 
programmed reference field If at the end 
of tho survey day you find that tha refer 
ence field is incorrect, you can fo-soluct a 
new one and the Omni System can 
instantly re-calculate tho drift The drift 
calculation can be presented in either dig 
ital and/or profile plot format. It c*n also 
be simultaneously output to a compatible 
printer so you can visually verity the activ 
ity of the field.

Calculate! Differential Field Variations

The Omni calculates the difference 
between the current reading and the previ 
ous one to a resolution of 0.1 gamma. This 
features assists you In ascertaining the

degree of activity that is occurring such as 
a magnetic storm or active conditions.

Stores Approximately 55 Hours Df Continuous 
Unattended Monitoring

The Base Station mode enables you to 
store up to 20,000 sets of readings which 
is the equivalent to approximately 55 
hours of unattended monitoring at a 10 
second sampling Interval. You can pro 
gram the cycling time at any Interval 
between 5 seconds and 60 minutes In 1 
second increments.

Outputs and Stores Data At ilia Sam* Time

The Omni can simultaneously output data 
in digital or ASCII format to your choice of 
data collodion unite al tho came liino it 
stores the data in memory.

Synchronize Real Time Clocks

The Omni System real time clocks can be 
synchronized to the nearest second.

Magnetic tote Station Accessories Kit

Sensor Extension Cubt*. This do metre 
cable enables you to place the Omni in a 
sheltered environment such as a tent, and 
position the magnetic sensor up to 30 
meters away. This capability aids In elimi 
nating possible cultural interference.

Rope Joiner - The rope joiner enables the 
sensor staff to be supported by ropes 
when it Is being used as a base station 
sensor.

Magnetic oVnft' cewtfiortf AW ai/fomafcd/// macb by using M OMNI MAO as 
a basn station magnetometer
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Omni System as a True Gradiometer

The Omni System provides you with an 
accurate means of measuring both the 
total field and tho gradient of the total 
field. It reads and stores the measure 
ments ol both sensors simultaneously to 
calculate the true gradient measurement.

Displays tnd (tores Fully Prelected Data

The Omni System provides the following 
information on screen and in memory:

- the gradient of the total magnetic field
- the lota) magnetic told magnitude of the 
upper tensor

- the time of measurement
- the grid co-ordinates where the 

measurement le token
- the statistical error of total field reading 
of lower gradient sensor

- the signal strength and decay rate mea 
surement ol lower gradient sensor

No Loll Survey Time

The Omni enables you to conduct gradi 
ent surveys during magnetic storms 
resulting in no lost survey time. This is 
another benefit of the simultaneous mea 
surement of both sensors.

Cancels the Effects ol Diurnal Magnetic 
Variations

The technique of simultaneously measur 
ing tht two censors cancels tho effects of 
diurnal magnetic variations. The total 
field measurement of the top sensor can 
be self-corrected by the Omni when you 
use the Tio-Lino" feature or with another 
Omni System in the baeo station mode.

Increases Resolution ol Total Field 
Anomallts

The Omni in the gradient mode more 
sharply defines the magnetic responses 
determined by total field data, tt Individu 
ally delineates closely spaced anomalies 
rather than collectively identifying them 
under one broad magnetic response.

Directly Delineates Vertical Contacts

The Omni is an Ideal contact mapping 
tool especially in vertical to near-vortical 
contact or fault zones. These vertical

Simultaneous vertical magndtic gradient tntt- 
turumcnts us'ofl trie OMNI 6RAO conligura- 
lion

contacts are expressed at the zero line of 
gradient contour or profile values. 
Vertical dyke-like bodies can also be 
mapped effectively.

Provide On-Tlie-Spot Approximate Depth ol 
Anomalies

Shallow, near-surtace sources (higher fre 
quency anomalies) are emphasized rela 
tive lo deopor responses (tower frequency 
anomalies). This can provide an on-the- 
spot approximation of the depth of the 
anomalous source.

Automatically Removes Regional Gradient

The gradient measurements ability to dif 
ferentiate between higher and lower fre 
quency responses effectively removes 
background regional gradients from 
anomalous residual responses.

Offer* a Unique Alternative In Ihi 
Interpretation of Maonetie Field Data

The Omni enhances data by simultane 
ously recording in memory both the gradi 
ent and total field measurements as well 
a* the statistical error. Dolh types of data 
offer t unique alternative in interpreting 
the magnetic field data such as gradient 
vector diagrams, dip and strike length of 
body, etc.

Gradient-Base Station Operation

The Gradient Mode of the Omni System 
can cycle automatically every 6 seconds. 
This option can bo used In stationary or 
mobile applications.

EmphasUes or Diminishes Near Surface 
Effects

The gradient sensor of the Omni le 
mounted onto a sectional aluminum staff 
in which you can add or subtract sections 
to achieve the desired height of sensors 
from the ground, This enables you to 
adapt tho Omni to local ground noise con 
ditions, terrain effect* and survey logis 
tics, In doing so; you can selectively 
emphasize or diminish near surface 
effects depending upon the survey target.

Choice ol Seruor Separation

Tht choice of sensor separation provides 
unique interpretative information especial 
ly useful in near surface anomalous con 
ditions such as determining if the liokJ has 
curvature or if it is linear. You can choose 
the following sensor lengths and configu 
rations:

- standard 0.6 metre sensor separation 
mounted on staff

- optional one metre sensor separation 
mounted on staff
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The Omni System as a Portable VLF Unit

The Omni VLF unit allows you to do all of 
your surveying completely hands free and 
provides you with the ability to measure 
and record in a fully protected memory lor 
each fold reading the following informa 
tion:

- vertical In-phase
- vortical quadrature (out-ol-phase)
- total field strength
- dip angle
' primary field direction 
. apparent resistivity 
' phase angle
-time
- grid co-ordinates
- direction ot travel along grid lines
- natural and cultural features

The field data is compensated for 180 
degree difference In direction of travel up 
and down survey lines.

Rtquiris No Orientation

The Omni does not require you to orient 
the VLF sensor head toward the VLF 
transmitter station. This simplifies field 
procedures as well as saves you consid 
erable survey lime. When you measure 
three VLF transmitters, the benelils ot this 
time-saving feature automatically triple. 
You do not have to orient yourself and the 
sensor head toward the first selected 
transmitting station and then re-orient 
towards the second or third transmitting 
Station.

The ability to obtain data from as many as 
three VLF transmitting stations provides 
complete coverage df an anomaly regard 
less of the orientation of the survey grid or 
of the anomaly itself.

Saves You Time

The Omni can measure up to three VLF 
frequencies (transmitter stations) simulta 
neously, in as little as 6 seconds, or one 
VLF frequency in only 3 seconds, 
depending on the transmitter strength.

The Omni automatically tunes to the pre 
programmed trequency(s) for each read 
ing. Display descriptors indicating signal- 
to-noise ratio provide you with an immodi* 
ate indication of how usable a frequency

IJit; unique 3 coil design of tne OMNI VLF atoivs reading otuptoS separate frequencies with 
out having to orient to each ot the transmitting VLF stations

is. Using up lo three frequencies opti 
mizes conductor coupling, even in the 
most complex geologic environments.

Receives Very Weak or Too Strong Signals

Being able to select a transmitter 
station(s) best suited for the survey target 
and orientation is not always possible with 
conventional VLF systems. The ideal sta- 
tion(6) may bo too weak or overwhelmed

by the signal strength of a transmitter that 
is dose in frequency proximity. 
Through digital signal processing, the 
Omni can receive signals as tow as 20 
nA/m from very weak stations, by remov 
ing the modulation in the received signal. 
Analog filtering of the Omni System offers 
an unparalleled 60 dB lor a 600 Hz Chan 
nel separation. In other words, the Omni 
can Isolate and measure a 1000 times 
weaker signal from a distant station in lieu
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The Omni System as a Portable VLF Unit

of the closer and subsequently more 
stronger station that is only 600 Hz apart 
in frequency.

Rtdutfid Atmospheric NoUe

Atmospherics such as thunderstorm activ 
ity, ae woll as the resultant interaction 
between tho sun's rays and the iono 
sphere can drastically alter the wave 
guide in which the VLF wove travels from 
the transmitter station.

Through signal enhancement, the Omni is 
able to suppress the effects of these 
Btmosphorio and Ionospheric phenomena, 
which are more predominant in the sum 
mer months, in order to pick up the weak 
est o' transmitter stations. For example, 
Omni Systems used in Southern Africa 
have demonstrated the unparalleled abili 
ty to pick up 7 transmitter stations.

Provides More Complete, 3-Dimtnsional 
Description of Survey Area

The Omni can measure the total tilt or dip 
of the polarization ellipse from the vertical 
axis. Unlike conventional systems, whore 
only the till of tho major axis of the polar 
ization ellipse Is measured, the Omni Is 
most sensitive to the horizontal compo 
nents perpendicular to the primary tiold 
which can detect anomalies otl to tho 
side, This provides a more complete, 
three dimensional description of the sur 
vey area that can lead to the detection of 
anomalies between grid lines. The Omni's 
lilt transducers compensate for both tilt 
and roll position of the VLF sencors.

San For The Most Uncle Station

The Omni enables you to automatically 
scan the entire VLF spectrum tor the most 
usable stations between 16.Q KHz to 30.0 
kHz In increments of 100 Hz. This is 
most desirable if you do not know first 
hand what stations are readable or what 
stations ara available from your location. 
Unpublished or unknown station* now 
become accessible. You con then deter 
mine if a known station has changed fre 
quency simply by the direction ol trans 
mission.

150

W

20.0
Frequency

25.0 
(kHz)

30.0

- Ttfoato, C*a*4*

Sy completing e VLF Spectrum tho operator on determine MilchVLF *urfcnj tt usnblo In
the survey urea
Automatically Calculate! the Frwr Film

The Omni automatically calculates the 
Fraser Filter from the dip angle data, 
regardless of the Interval between the 
stations along the grid lines. You no 
longer have to manually perform this 
mathematical calculation thereby reduc 
ing the possibility ol human error. The 
Fraser Finer algorithm follows established 
conventions.

The Fraser dtiered data is output using 
both the 4 point and 5 point filter method.

The latter method allows filtered data to 
be plotted easier, such as at the station 
Interval instead o/ In-between stations.

Calculation of Ellipticity

As an option, the Omni can calculate the 
true ellipticity of the VLF magnetic field 
from the measurement of the in-phase 
and quadrature of all throe components. 
The ellipticity provides more interpretive 
information about the anomaly than the 
dip angle and Is less influenced by over 
burden shielding.

OMNi VLF electronics console with the VLF bicfpac* t tsemOly vtUtzJng the unique 3 con 
VLF sensor i
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The Omni System as a VLF Base Station

Tho Omni VLF Base Station monitors and 
records In protected memory, variations in 
the primary liofc) strengths that can origi 
nate from the VLF transmitter itself or 
Irom atmospheric/ionospheric changes.

You Only Need One Omni System VLF Base 
Sutton lor 3 Simultaneous Measurement*

Like the Omni VLF Field unit, you only 
need one Omni VLF Basa Station to 
simultaneously monitor up to 3 VLF 
transmitter stations, regardless of their 
field direction.

Conventional, "oriented* 
systems may require as 
many as 3 separate base 
stations for the same cover 
age offered by one Omni 
VLF Base Station.

In addition, (ho Omni 
Mag/VLF Bat* Station also 
monitors the Earth's mag 
netic field for diurnal varia 
tions, eliminating the need 
for a separato base station 
magnetometer.

The simultaneous measuring 
capability reduces the length 
ol time the Omni System 
noods to bo turned on. This, 
in turn, reduces the power 
consumption needed by the 
Omni System and lengthens 
the banery life. By being 
able to take three measure 
ments In approximately the 
same amount ol time as 
conventional sequential sys 
tems take one measurement, you can 
shorten the programmable sampling inter 
val to attain better monitoring coverage of 
the field strengths from each of the VLF 
transmitters.

Botn vir md Magnitomitir Bat* Stations 
In One Instrument

The Omni Syetom eliminates the nood to 
have two separate instruments to n\onilor 
the primary field strength of selected VLF 
transmitters) and the variations in magni 
tude of the Earth's magnetic field   one 
Omni Base Station does both. By com 

bining both of these capabilities into one 
unit, it significantly reduces the cost of the 
survey. The Omni measures and stores 
those variations in protected memory.

Automatically Correct* VLF *nd Magnetic 
Field Data

The Omni base station can automatically 
correct the Omni System field units for the 
measured field strength variations from 
the VLF transmitters) and the Earth's 
magnetic field. Through linear interpoJa-

station. The field unit then displays and 
decrements ma remaining time, In sec 
onds, until the base station Is scheduled 
to take a measurement. You can obtain 
a field reading at exactly the same time 
as the basa station. The simultaneous 
field and base station measurements sig 
nificantly improves the accuracy of the 
automatic correction.

Synchronize the Real Time Clocks

Real time docks among any number of 
Omni units can be synchro 
nized to the second unit when 
using the Omni Base Station 
with another Omni pcmoi* 
fiejd unit.

Monitor Rapid Variations of 
Primary Field

You can program your Omni 
base station to cycle at any 
Interval. In one second incre 
ments, from S seconds to 60 
minutes, to monitor rapid vari 
ations ol the primary field. 
Tho minimum cycling time for 
VLF Base Station use 
depends on the VLF 
Transmitter strength that tht 
Omni receives.

Compatibility with Airborne 
Systems

Diurnal coneciiotiit lor tiuwalions ol tt* VLF primary laid am possible 
by using an OMNI VLFaeaVLf haw f Union

The Omni is compatible with 
airborne VLF systems which 
also use 3 component tensors.

lion, these corrections are applied at the . 
time ol data transfer. Unlike other Inte 
grated systems, the Omni doe* not alter 
the original field data during the correction 
process. The Ornnl base station correc 
tion and Tie-Line* correction capabilities 
are applied at the time of each data trans 
fer, therefore securing the integrity of the 
data collected during th* survey,

Obtain a Reading at the same time M the 
Bast station

The Omni has a unique countdown fea 
ture which can be activated in the field 
unit upon synchronization with the base

VLF 8m Station Accmorits Kit

VLF Sensor Extension Cable - This Is a 
10 metre cable which allows you to put 
the Omni console in a sheltered environ 
ment while placing the VLF sensor up to 
to meters away.

Rope Joiner - The rope joiner enables 
the sensor stall to be supported by ropes 
when It Is being used as a base elation 
sensor.

Mounting Bracket - This bracket is for 
mounting the VLF sensor to the staff.
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The Omni System as a Portable VLF Resistivity System

The Omni VLF Resistivity unit can calcu 
late and record the apparent resistivity 
and phase angle Irom the measurement 
ol iho VLF electric and magnetic fields.

Non-Oriinlation Resistivity Option

in addition to the standard resistivity 
option that uses 2 electrodes, the Omni 
also otters a non-orientation VLF resistivi 
ty option which Includes a third electrode. 
This third electrode, with the standard 
resistivity unit, eliminate the need (or you 
10 orient toward the selected transmitter 
stations).

This significantly Improves survey produc 
tion and reduces the time consuming 
logistics ollen associated with resistivity 
surveys.

CUcvlitll th* Vector Heslstlvlty

The optional third electode in the Omni 
VLF Resistivity unit offers not only a non- 
orientation capability of ilw VLF etoctrio 
field, but also measures the elements ol 
tensor Impedance ngcubsary tor the Omni 
to compute the two components of the 
apparent resistivity, or the vector resistivity.

This provides you with additional Interpre 
tive information of li* survey target.

SeKcl Your Own type of Electrodt

Survey conditions largely dictate (he type 
of electrode you should use. The stan 
dard Omni resistivity electrode indudos 
both capacitive plates and resistive 
probes so you can select the type ol elec 
trode that offers the best coupling capabil 
ity for the survey conditions.

The unique threaded design permits you 
lo easily exchange the choice of elec 
trode in the fluid.

Flixibli Probe Spacing

The Omni resistivity options offer a stan 
dard 10m cable assembly. However, you 
C*n program the console for a 5 or 10 
metre separation.

The tfxnfisit-on ol VLf AM?fMry (i*t# using the i probe or the un/qwe 3 ftooe VLF resistivity 
option allows If* operator lo coHoct valuable additional information Irom tho VLFmethtf
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Possible Configurations of the Omni Geophysical System __

/vfi'JtojV'- 1 '

System Control Console : , ..,.,;.,* ,.^ ;

Total Field nnd Base Station Mag Option ':̂ f^ ::*^;:":-
Magnetic Gradiometer Option ~. -" , ' - -' - - ;- v :?

Magnetic Total FieW Sensor -- * r. '

0.5m Magnetic Gradient Sensor " ,;.' v.;"^ ' ' :

1.0m Magnetic Gradient Sensor • - ".'".: '

128K RAM extended Memory Option , 0 : . '.,''--

VLF Electromagnetic Sensor Option ' :V

2 Probe VLF Resistivity Option . ; 1.\:.. .

'Non-Orientation' VLF Resistivity Option .

Non-Rechargeable Battery Belt i . ; X

Rechargeable Banery Belt B ; i :

Standard Rechargeable Battery Cartridge 8 .

Heavy Duty Rechargeable Batt. Cartridge : B

Battery Charger - . C -..

RS-232C Kit 0

Mag Base Station Accessories Option ' 0

VLF Base Station Accessories Option - - ' , .

Transit Case (#1) ; 0 :

Transit Case (#2) ' D ....

Transit Case (#3) 0

Magnetics Spare Parts Kit 0 .;;.:

VLF Spare Parts Kit . ':.. .'.'

Magnetics^VLF Spare Parts Kit '.•1.!'."-"-'

Data Transfer Program 0

firad

*
*

*

0

A

A

0

K/A

B

b

B

C

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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ih;;-.-^'-"''. ' : ":;': ; ;-' : -
i,;:1;.:^/)/'- ; * -.-. . s
:^;.|^;; :1 i.;- i ••i ' i ~-. 11.-

—— rV^'^ir./.ii/i —— i, M .i 1 1 ,., ———————— i ——
- i'^T/Tl'v . (iriduited in VLF oonfifluratlons)

,;:::^:l ' o j -: ' o :: - :"-
:'"'.'V"-'6".;."'' ' o ; ;
v;v^:';;*' ; ';v-'' : - fl ; ; ''
;:,'. V- t;- .'., ; . B - -'
-- .P..-- B
l,"" ' - B!.'-;;-- ''. B

yr:''-..^'."'' - ; c v '
r,". 0 0
:;'.,:v;:'..:.','/ o ^ ;
r.i .;.:',;:-o. . -- o
x;--;:.,, o vi ;. . o
r:: '--:".WA"";;,:V N/A
••'.:;-"'"."0 ..'."'.'. - D
;;S'^'-'''-' : ; ,: ;;
l'* 1.',- o

'i;"- : '-; : .';'' J,;.j' ,:-:.. 0

•;;. : -.;'-o -. -.- o

*. -. .,-
*- . ".-.
* "' '.

0

A

A
1

ir , ,

p
0

K/A

B

6

B

C

D

0

0

0 .
K/A'

0
' p.

D

0

Required in the configuration
A Selection of on* ot the A options required to complete configuration ; 
B Selection of one of the B options required to complete configuration
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O Optional lor configuration, see a sales representative for more details i 
N/A Not available for this configuration
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Specifications

OMNI System Specification*

Operating Environment -400 to +55C;
D-100% relative humidity; weatherprooft
Power Supply Non-rnagnetio recharge- 
able sealed lead-acid battery or bolt; alka 
line battery belt; or 12V DC power source 
option for base station operation.

Battery Life 1.700 to 5,000 readings, tor 
sealed lead acid power supply, depending 
upon ambient temperature and rain of 
readings.

Weight* and Dimensions

instrument Console
3.8 kg, 122 x 246 x 210 mm

VLF Sensor Head
0-9 kg. 140 di*, x 130 mm

VLF Electronics Modulo
1.7 kg. 200 x 190 x 75 mm

Standard RectiarQttWe Battery
1.8 kg, 138 x 95 x 75 mm

Standard Roohargeabte Battery Belt 
1.8 kg. 540 x 100 x 40 mm

Heavy Duty Rechargeable Battery 
2.0 kg. 138 x 115 x 76 mm

Alkaline Battery Bolt
1.2 kg. MO x 100 x 40 mm

Magmt&nttor Sensor 
1.2 kg, 56mm dia. x 200mm

Gradient Sensor
(0.5m separation - standard)
2.1 kg, 56mm dia. x 790mm

Gradiant Sensor
(I.Om separation - optional)
22 kg, 5Cmm dia. X1300mm

Display
Custom designed, rugged liquid crystal 
display with an operating temperature 
range from -40C to +S6C. The display 
contains six numeric digits, decimal point, 
battery i talus monitor, signal decay rate 
and signal amplitude monitor and function 
descriptors.

Magnetometer Component 
Specifications

Dynamic Range 18,000 lo 110,000 gam 
mas. Roll-over display feature suppresses 
first significant digit upon exceeding 
100,000 gammas.

Tuning Method Tuning value is calculat 
ed accurately using a specially developed 
tuning algorithm.

Automatic Pine Tuning *15*A relative to 
ambient field strength ol last stored value

Display Resolution 0.1 gamma

Statistical Error Resolution 
0.01 gamma

Absolute Accuracy ± 1 gamma at 
50,000 gammas at 23C * i2 gamma over 
total temperature range

Memory Capacity

Standard Memory Capacity 1 300 data 
blocks (48K) or 5200 data blocks (128K)

Total Flea or Gradient 1 00 data blocks

flaw? Station 4000 data blocks (48K) or 
18,000 data blocks (128K)

RS-232C Serial I/O Interface Variable 
baud rate from 300 lo 9600 baud, B data 
bits, 2 stop bits, no parity

Gradient Tolerance 6,000 gammas per 
metre (lieid proven)

Test Mode A. Diagnostic testing (data 
and programmable memory} 
B. Self Test (hardware)

Sensor Optimized miniature design. 
Magnetic cleanliness is consistent with 
the specified absolute accuracy.

Gradient Sensor* 0.5 metre sensor sep 
aration (standard) normalized to gam 
mas/moire. Optional 1.0 metre sensor 
separation available.

Sensor Cable Remains flexible in tem 
perature range specified including strain 
relief connector

Cycling Time (Base Station) 
Programmable from 5 seconds up to 60 
minutes in 1 second increments,

VLF Component Specifications

Frequency tuning Range 15 lo 30 kHz 
in 100 Hz increment* with bandwidth of 
160 Hz; tuning range accommodates new 
Puerto Rico station at 20.5 kHz.

Transmitting Stations Up lo 3 stations 
can be automatically measured at any 
given grid location within frequency tuning 
range.

Recorded VLF Magnetic Parameters 
Vertical in-phase, vertical quadrature (out- 
of-phase), total field strength (or optional 
horizontal amplitude), dip angle

Channel Separation 80 dB at 600 IHz 
frequency separation

Standard Memory Capacity 1300 com 
bined VLF magnetic and VLF electric 
measurements as well ac gradiometer 
and magnetometer readings

SCINTR1X

222 Snldercroft Road 
Concord,Ontario,Canada 
L4K IBS

Telephone: (416) 669-2280 
Telex: 06-964570 
Telefax: (416)669-6403 

(416)669-5132

OMNIfl

TOTfiL P.16
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of 

Township or Area 

Claim

J/jLp-EM

WO 6~40(JC,

Port -li

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

M/ /)Survey Company 
Author of Report (ri'

d/"
. Pfi.

Address of Antrim-^l Mprlotk f.^P.Qf/fS 

Covering Dates of

Total Miles of Line nut

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—F.Wtrnmagnptir "O

—Magnetometer.
—Radiometric—

—Other^————

DAYS 
per claim

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic, . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

Of-
SIGNATURE:^

iport or Agent

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type Date Claim Holder

..
(prefix) (number)

S ~

s

i

" SECTION

TOTAL CLAIMS.

837 (85/12)
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SELF POTENTIAL
Instrument________________________________________ Range.
Survey Method —-—^———-——^-—-^————————-———.^——————^———-.-—.

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC

Instrument.
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels)^————^—.^—————--——-^^^—.—^—^..^—^——...—..—.
Height of instrument——-^^————.^—-—————.———.^———Background Count.
Size of detector-——————^————-.^-———^—^—-—-——.———-——.—-———^^———-
Overburden ̂ ——-——^^——-^^^———^——————-.——————.—^—.....^——^..——

(type, depth - include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 

Type of survey_________________________
Instrument .————————^———————^—-————
Accuracy—~-^-———-—^^———————^—^———
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 
Type of survey(s) ———— 
Instrument(s) ——————

(specify for each type of survey) 
Accuracy__________________

(specify for each type of survey) 
Aircraft used——————————————————————————————————

Sensor altitude.

Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude______________________________Line Spacing—— 
Miles flown over total area—-—.—-—-———-——^-—————-—-—.Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight——————— 
Method of Collection————————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth————
Terrain^———————

Drainage Development____________ 
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODg
Values expressed in: per cent D

p. p. m. O
p. p. b. D

Cu, Pb, 

Others_

Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle)

Field Analysis (.
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used——

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. —————————

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing) 

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis ——^—.

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method - 
Reagents Used——

Commercial Laboratory (. 
Name of Laboratory— 
Extraction Method__ 
Analytical Method —— 
Reagents Used ——^—

.tests)

.tests)

.tests)

General. General.
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Boundary
Township, Meridian, Baseline.

Road allowance; surveyed
shoreline............,
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LEGEND
INTERPRETATION.
Lithological init of increased mayretic susceptibility. 
Mafic to ultramafic plutonic rocks, iron formaticris, 
mafic dy-res.

LithoLogical irit having a negative magnetic relief
(magnetic IGUJ). Possibly associated ijjith a hudrottemal lu 
altered zone or a inajx fracture zone. Felsic unit.

Depth and dip estimates for magnetic units,

Snterpreted shear zone 

Interpreted fault.

MAGNETIC PROFILES.
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nterpreted by: G. Lambert, ing. Date 03/1991
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LEGEND
INTERPRETATION.

—v Relatively loin resistivity unit uith respect to immediate
L N surroundings. Bedrock valley, thicker overburden, ijuith
~ -s or without an associated tectonic structure

-^. Reiativelu high resistivity unit with resoect to immediate 
H \ surroundinas. Bedrock r i rice, thinner ov^rburd^n, nor?

V1 v-

" resistiw IHhological unit.

Bedrock V.L.F. conductor. Possibly netallie (sulfides, graphite], 
or strong electrolytic conductivity in the bedrock, attributable to 
strong shearing or to porous, water-saturated ilthologies,

——O———O——-
Weakly defined V.L.F. conductor. Causes coulc be wltiple. 
Disseminated, stringery mineralisation, bedrock val leu, 
poorly developed mater-saturated bedrock structure.

Depth, conductance and dip estimates of bedrock conductors.

Interpreted shear zone, 

interpreted fault.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROFILES.

ln-phase

. ^ — — Out-of-phase

cm. = 2 0 

en. ^ 20

Station 
Frequency 
Readings direction

Station 
Frequency 
Readings direction

Readings:

N.S.S.(crossline)
2U Khz 
East

N.U.CB.L- T.U
24.G Khz 
North

ln-Phase 
l

Instrument- EDA OMNI PLU3

RHODES TWP

BLM MINE
RICHARDSON LAKE

ELECTROMAGNETIC E.H.-V.LF. SURVEY
N.S.S. P ROFILES

VAL D'OR GEOPHYSIQUE LTEE
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